
Blue Ocean Group Of Companies
Crowned  As  Sri  Lanka’s  Best
Developer

Sri  Lankan  real-estate  and  construction  giant  the  Blue  Ocean  Group  was
recognised as the country’s finest at Asia Property Awards 2017, which was held
in Singapore. The Blue Ocean group was also recognised with special awards for
interior design, condo architecture design and sustainable development.

S Thumilan,  Chairman,  Blue Ocean Group,  commenting on receiving the top
honours said, “At Blue Ocean Group, striving for excellence is at the core of our
business. It is, indeed, a great honour to be duly recognised and awarded on a
prestigious international award platform such as Asia Property Awards. It bears
testimony  to  our  unfathomable  commitment.  It  also  makes  us  proud  to  be
acknowledged for our outstanding contribution to the Sri Lankan real estate and
construction sectors”.

Blue Ocean Group’s proven excellence in the real estate and construction arena is
attributed  to  the  group’s  emphasis  on  innovation,  strategy  and  sustainable
growth. Reputed for their professionalism, integrity and expertise, the Blue Ocean
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Group has been at the forefront of the real estate industry’s evolution in Sri
Lanka.

Blue Ocean Group’s  Proven Excellence In  The Real  Estate  And Construction
Arena  Is  Attributed  To  The  Group’s  Emphasis  On  Innovation,  Strategy  And
Sustainable Growth.

The group’s construction branch being, Link Engineering, is one of the pioneering
construction companies in the country with a history of over four decades and
currently involved in over 35 construction projects, ranging from condominium
and commercial developments to government-funded projects.

According to Thumilan, the Blue Ocean Group is fortunate to have an integral
facet in the country’s exciting business landscape. “I am indeed proud that my
team and I have now etched the name of the Blue Ocean Group strongly in the
annals of the country’s development history. We are undoubtedly leading the way
to the future, having already begun changing the way the corporate and real
estate landscape is looking ahead. I have always said that the success of Blue
Ocean Group of  Companies is  in  creating organic growth which cascades to
effective solutions geared to meet global  challenges.  This in turn contributes
positively to the global development agenda and to the eco-system that we all
contribute to,” he added.




